
GMP Meeting September 10, 2020, 8:30am 

Attendees: Mark Heussner, Jeffrey Fuller, Bernadette Ortiz-Brewster, Tina Marr, Amber Correll, Mandy 

Horton, Chianna Rogers, Seth Rutledge 

Seth:  Need help this year with PCIS expo. Kind of a career day type event for Prosper’s high school kids 

in PCIS class, in early October. Big needs are PCIS: If we know of people in industry interested in 

attending the event and finding ways to network, please share these contacts with Seth.  50-60 

professionals needed. Seth will provide details and info shortly that we can share with other 

professionals. 

Spiritwear – Chianna will work with Bernadette on Spiritwear. Bernadette will set a separate meeting. 

Membership – Jeff will work with Tina and Bernadette. Membership drive at beginning of year. Dessert 

tray for winning school. Jeff to set separate meeting. 

Teacher welcome notes and grants: Mandy and Mark working on this. Each of us is assigned a few 

schools to write encouragement notes. Also, we will mention teacher grants in the notes. School 

assignments are by color in spreadsheet.  Just a message to GT teachers sending support for the coming 

year. 

Teacher grants: We should include a message with our notes regarding the grants. When can/should we 

do that this year?  Are needs different this year? Seth is going to check on this. 

Fall Symposium:  Amber and Tina. May need to do virtually. On-demand and virtual is good to have even 

if on site in-person event. Typically early November. Topics? Sponsorship from Joyful mess? They could 

do online thing for kids while we do the symposium/speaker? Lisa VanGimmer?  She does gifted kids. 

Could maybe speak on anxiety with e-learning/pandemic. 

Kroger- Where are GMP funds from Kroger going? Amber thinks we re-set account in August. She will try 

to find number to call. 

Celebrate Calm: October 6. PISD is still going to have this event. Will be entirely virtual. Will be in Eagle 

Express this week. 

Next Meeting October 8, 2020 at 8:30-9:30am. Zoom meeting. 

 

 

 

 


